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Note of the Meeting of the Cross-Party Group for North 
Wales in the National Assembly for Wales, Friday 10th May 
2019 

Present 
Llyr Gruffydd AM (in the Chair), Sian Gwenllian AM, Michelle Brown AM, Frances Taylor 
(office of Rhun ap Iorwerth AM), and Jason McLellan (Office of Ann Jones AM) 
 
David Hanson MP and Mark Tami MP (Mersey Dee and North Wales APPG). 
 
Cynghorydd Dyfrig Siencyn (Arweinydd, Gwynedd) and Councillor Ian Roberts (Leader, 
Flintshire) 
 
Ruth Wojtan, (Programme Manager, Growth Track 360) (GT360) 
 
Stephen Jones (WLGA) Secretary and Sponsor representative in attendance. 
 
Speakers: Leo Warren and Jennifer Singleton (DfT), Calum Taylor (Wales Office), Dewi 
Rowlands (WG), Sasha Davies, (Chair of the North Wales Business Delivery Group) and 
Ashley Rogers (Chair, North Wales Mersey Dee Business Council) 

1. Welcome by the Chair 
 

The meeting was opened by Llyr Gruffydd AM. 

2. HS2 Crewe Hub 
 
Leo Warren (DfT) gave a short presentation (attached) which covered: - 

• The challenge of accommodating HS2 services in an already busy Crewe Station 

• The legislative framework for HS2 

• The proposed new layouts to accommodate additional services at Crewe Station 

• Creating a hub station for the passenger at Crewe 
 
The key message is that a lot of progress has been made in addressing the concerns raised 
by GT360, Cheshire East Council, the Welsh Government and stakeholders in North Wales. 
 
The Secretary of State (DfT) is backing the development of a business case to fund additional 
infrastructure North of Crewe which will allow HS2 services to come off the HS2 line south 
of Crewe, stop at Crewe Station and then re-join the HS2 line North of Crewe. 
This means that the station could be served by up to 5 HS2 trains per hour (tph), not just 
2tph coming off the HS2 line at Crewe to go to Liverpool. 
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The SoS is supporting the acceleration of Crewe as a gateway station to HS2, with a good 
quality passenger experience hub with the infrastructure upgraded by 2027. 
 
There is increasing appreciation of the need to link HS2 to Northern Powerhouse Rail and to 
treat them equally arising from the close partnership between the DfT and Transport for the 
North (TfN). 
 
HS2 is planned in phases: - 

• Phase 1: London to Birmingham 

• Phase 2a: Birmingham to Crewe opening 2027 

• Phase 2b: Birmingham to Leeds and Crewe to Manchester opening 2033 
 
Phase 2b also provides links from the HS2 lines onto the Northern sections of the West 
Coast and East Coast mainlines. 
 
The challenge of Crewe Station is its complex layout. The station serves 10 TOCs and has 
360-degree connectivity. 
 
Original HS2 proposals were based on Crewe receiving 2 HS2 trains per hour which would 
come off the HS2 line south of Crewe and go through the station en-route to Liverpool. 
 
Local Stakeholders demanded additional HS2 services stopping at Crewe to maintain the 
connectivity between the regions North West of Crewe to London. This requires: - 

• Developing additional station capacity for trains to stop at Crewe. 

• A Junction North of Crewe to enable HS2 trains to rejoin the HS2 line North of Crewe 
to go on to Manchester and Preston and the North/Glasgow. 

 
This process is made more complicated by the Cardiff - Manchester service which has to 
cross the North – South lines at Crewe. It was originally planned to give this service a new 
platform some walking distance from the main station and then send it under the station 
using the freight service tunnel. 
 
Network Rail was concerned that the original plans for HS2 did not take sufficient account of 
the need to invest in Crewe Station to enable future growth in services. 
 
Work to enhance capacity at Crewe supported by the SoS DfT is now combining the 
resources of HS2 Ltd and the repair and renewals budgets available to Network Rail. 
 
The SoS DfT has allocated £9.5m for further development work at Crewe to make the case 
for a North Junction and an additional line through the station. The full business case from 
this work will be available next summer (2021). 
 
The primary aim of the current work is to seek to avoid the use of new tunnels and bridges 
in increasing capacity at the station. The rationale of this is not just cost control but also to 
reduce the impact on local people by keeping changes within the curtilage of existing station 
development. 
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The Crewe North Junction is critical to making Crewe a hub station for HS2. The DfT has 
bought into the concept as Crewe as a gateway to HS2 and is leading work by HS2 Ltd. and 
Network Rail to make it happen. 
 
Discussion 
 
Questions clarified: - 

• The North Junction is dependent on a good business case being submitted to the 
Treasury and is currently unfunded. It was suggested that the MPs and AMs from the 
area need to lobby hard for the Treasury to give funding for the North Junction. 

• The needs of the Cardiff – Manchester service will be met by additional platform, 
capacity in the main body of the station (Services will have somewhere to wait to 
cross the lines and passengers won’t have to walk a long way to join the service.) 

• The Government does not plan to change legislation (the HS2 Hybrid Bills) to deliver 
the additional changes to Crewe (extra line, North Junction etc.). It will use Network 
Rail consent procedures because hybrid bills are very expensive to amend and would 
escalate the costs of the proposed changes without any benefits to passengers. 
 

The Government will work closely with Cheshire East on planning issues. 
 
David Hanson MP and Mark Tami both expressed concern that the competitiveness of North 
Wales as a business location would be compromised without the right investment at Crewe. 
 
David Hanson asked that the capacity between Crewe and Chester be improved to maintain 
the competitive status of the area. 
 
Three responses were given: - 

• The proposed Crewe North Junction is essential to maintain good connectivity 
between North Wales and London. The North Junction at Crewe will give North 
Wales access to 5tph on the HS2 routes. 

• The Cheshire and Warrington LEP and GT360 are pressing for upgrades and capacity 
improvements to the track between Chester and Crewe to enable more services 
between Chester and Crewe to connect frequently with HS2 trains. 

• GT360 is making proposals supported by TfN to increase capacity for through 
services at Chester. This would enable more trains to use the Chester – Crewe track 
from North Wales. A business case for upgrading capacity at Chester is being 
prepared and will require development monies to from the DfT to proceed further. 

 
Dewi Rowlands gave a short update on the position of the Welsh Government regarding the 
Crewe Hub proposal. 
 
Overall the HS2 proposals have a negative impact on Wales. It is possible that with the right 
investment at Crewe that North Wales could benefit from HS2. 
 
If there are no benefits from North Wales from HS2, it will become an England only scheme 
and there should be Barnett Consequentials from the HS2 budget for Wales. Scotland has 
already received HS2 Barnett Consequentials. 
 
Investment in Crewe and Chester are vital to North Wales receiving benefits from HS2. 
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The Vision of the Welsh Government is that the line from Crewe to Holyhead is electrified 
and that HS2 electric trains split at Crewe with part of the train travelling from Crewe to 
North Wales whilst the other part of the split train travels on to Manchester, Liverpool or 
the North West more generally (Preston, Carlisle, Glasgow etc.). 
 
The Welsh Government seeks: - 

• A Crewe Hub capable of handling 5 HS2 trains per hour with the North Junction 
delivered to meet this aspiration. 

• The Cardiff to Manchester service accommodated in the main body of Crewe Station 
 
On that basis the reports from the DfT are good news and supported by Welsh Government. 
 
The Welsh Government would like MPs and AMs for North Wales to campaign for funding 
for the Crewe North Junction. 
 
There needs to be scope at Crewe for future development and additional services, for 
example more services between Cardiff and Manchester. 
 
The Chester to Crewe stretch of track needs to be able to take shuttle services from Chester 
to Crewe at 4tph (each way) plus express services. 
 
The Welsh Government has concerns regarding the new West Coast Partnership Franchise. 
This is now unlikely to yield additional services along the N Wales coast. 
 
North Wales should now push for extra services from the new West Coast Partnership 
(Mainline) Franchise from 2023 and lobby for the maximum number of trains per hour from 
HS2 services from 2017. 
 
The Welsh Government has laid out a strategic case for rail investment completed by 
Professor Mark Barry which covers all parts of Wales. Dewi Rowlands commended the work 
to MPs and AMs. 
 
Sian Gwenllian reported that she is very concerned that HS2 will run out of money and not 
be in a position to meet the specification of need from North Wales. 
 
There are frequent reports in the press of escalating costs to implement HS2 which 
underpin concerns that HS2 will not be completed as planned. 
 
Welsh taxpayers are contributing to HS2. HS2 needs to deliver something for Wales. 
 
Should benefits not accrue to N Wales from HS2 because the scheme runs out of money 
before arriving at Crewe or there is insufficient cash to invest in a Crewe Hub, Barnett 
Consequentials should be payable. 
 
There was a suggestion that that original plans for HS2 did not take account of the costs of 
access to HS2 or the need for regional connectivity to HS2 from the areas through which 
HS2 passes. Numerous coalitions of towns and cities have come forward with proposals 
along the route to enhance the economic benefits of HS2, Crewe and Warrington being local 
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examples of that process. This process of local areas seeking additional investment has 
added to costs as well as the demands of communities for additional works to reduce the 
environmental impact of the development. 
 
Calum Taylor reported that the SoS for the Wales Office is determined to help the Welsh 
Government improve connectivity between Wales and the rest of the UK. For North Wales 
the Wales Office is supporting the Welsh Government’s proposals for improved line speeds 
on the North Wales Coast and the Wrexham – Bidston Line (both of which originated from 
Growth Track 360 proposals). 
 
Ashley Rogers reported that Growth Track 360 has developed a range of interventions 
which are inter-related packages. Proposed Line speed improvements link to the capacity 
for additional services on the North Wales coast and Wrexham to Bidston. Chester Station is 
critical to enabling more services from North Wales into Liverpool, Manchester and South to 
London and Birmingham via Crewe. GT360 proposals need to be seen as “whole packages” 
rather than isolated investments. 
 
Ruth Wojtan reported that Improvements to North Wales and Chester’s links to Warrington 
are critical to connecting to Northern Powerhouse Rail. Access to HS2 via the Crewe Hub will 
maintain the region’s gateway to fast services to London. Manchester is also a key hub for 
the region as it gives access to the North and the airport with its international connections 
for business and tourism. 
 
Councillor Ian Roberts discussed the role of the West Coast Mainline and the services that 
might continue to run on the old West Coast Mainline once HS2 is up and running. Current 
WCML services are direct from North Wales and Chester and take only two hours or so from 
Chester. If the current WCML services continue beyond 2027 why would passengers from 
North Wales and Chester want to change at Crewe for HS2? 
 
The DfT representatives reported that WCML services in the future are likely to remain very 
similar to what they are now up until 2027 (and the introduction of HS2). However, WCML 
trains may stop at more stations and become less frequent as HS2 beds in after 2027. 
 
The West Coast Partnership will be designing a new timetable for WCML and HS2 services 
post 2027. The region will need to articulate its preferences for services in the process of 
specifying new service patterns on the introduction of HS2 for delivery by the West Coast 
Partnership Franchise operator. The HS2 and WCML franchises will be run by the same 
operator. 

3. North Wales Business Delivery Group 
 
Sasha Davies, the Chair of the North Wales Business Delivery Group gave a report on the 
work of the Group, which has been set up to support the development of a growth bid by 
the NWEAB. The Group was set up in December 2018 to give business leaders in the private 
sector a voice. This is in contrast to the Business Council which is made up predominantly of 
representatives of business bodies rather than individual business leaders. 
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The Group is part of the formal governance for the Growth Deal. Governments sought the 
establishment of the Group to ensure the NWEAB heard directly from individual business 
leaders in the region. The Group acts as a critical friend to the NWEAB. 
 
The Group receives regular reports from the Growth Bid Leadership Team, (NWEAB Chair 
and senior officers) and has recently worked through and challenged the project portfolio. 
 
The role of the group will be formalised on the agreement of papers being submitted to the 
NWEAB in May 2019. Formal incorporation of the group into the Growth Deal Governance 
system will trigger the commencement of a public appointments process for the Chair of the 
Group. It is intended to make an appointment by December 2019. Sasha Davies indicated 
that she will not seek the role and will act as an interim chair until the public appointment is 
made. 
 
Sasha Davies and Cynghorydd Siencyn gave an update on the Growth Deal: - 

• The NWEAB and governments are aiming for a Heads of Terms Agreement by July 
2019 

• To expedite Heads of Terms it has been agreed to phase the acceptance of projects 
for the Growth Deal 

• The first phase will be based on investment in the following projects: Digital, Smart 
Energy and the Bangor Nuclear Futures Institute (funded by the UK Government) 
and Holyhead Port and Land and Property (funded by the Welsh Government) 

• There will be provision in the Heads of Terms for negotiation on projects to be 
included in a second phase. 

• The NWEAB hopes to include all the current project portfolio in future phases of the 
Deal. 

• There has also been discussion of bringing forward new projects subject to 
additional funding (i.e. not as replacements for existing projects) 

 
Sasha Davies reported views from the Business Delivery Group that Digital should be 
expanded further within the programme. 
 
Councillor Siencyn reported on a positive meeting with Kevin Foster MP of the Wales Office 
where an informal agreement was reached on phasing. He is hoping for a similar discussion 
with the Welsh Government. 
 
There was discussion of plans mooted by Welsh Government to set up an economic 
development board in each region. These Boards could be in addition to the existing City 
Region and Local Growth Boards. 
 
Ashley Rogers, Cyng. Siencyn and Sasha Davies all advised the meeting that there should 
only be one economic development board in North Wales. Only a single Board is needed to 
bring together all the stakeholders (Councils and Business etc.). An additional board 
promoted by Welsh Government would duplicate and detract from the work of the NWEAB. 
 
It was agreed to write to the Minister for Economy and Transport and inform him of the 
strong commitment of the region to working through the NWEAB for the development of 
the economy and to ask him to focus his efforts on developing the role of the NWEAB in the 
future rather than introducing any new board. 
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4. The North Wales Mersey Dee Business Monitor 
 
Ashley Rogers, Chair of the North Wales Mersey Dee Business Council gave a presentation 
on the newly established Business Monitor. 
 
The priorities of the Business Council are to: - 

• Follow up the Tourism Infrastructure Report (which requires the renewal and 
improvement of some infrastructure provided locally by the Councils with support 
from Visit Wales) 

• Deliver the Growth Deal in partnership with the NWEAB 

• Maintain the profile of GT360 and see the delivery of GT360’s agreed objectives 

• Undertake an audit of financial and professional services in North Wales and the 
Mersey Dee geography to establish the sector’s contribution to GVA and 
employment. 

 
The Business Monitor is a compilation of key business statistics that covers the cross border 
area covering North Wales, Cheshire (East and West) and the Wirral. It is a unique 
construction of statistics. Much of it was put together on the back of Freedom of 
Information requests. 
 
Key statistics presented showed that: - 

• North Wales is increasing tourism spend per head faster than neighbouring areas 

• Flintshire and Wrexham are big exporters in the UK economy, exporting £5bn of 
goods and services. Of those exports 87% go to the EU, whereas Cheshire East 
exports £4.5bn, only 27% of which go to the EU (73% going to the rest of the world) 

 
The North Wales and Mersey Dee areas are strong in Manufacturing having 2.9% of the 
population and 6.7% of Manufacturing GVA. The areas also grew faster in terms of 
Manufacturing GVA than the rest of England and Wales. 
 
Innovation does not have a UK based measure. The best available is based on EU areas, 
giving two large areas East Wales and West Wales and the Valleys. This compares with 
England where county level data is available. 
 
The next Business monitor will be available towards the end of 2019. It was resolved that 
the Cross Party Group brings Ashley (Rogers) back to present on the results of the updated 
Business Monitor 

5. Any Other Business 
 
There was no other business. 


